Ghost Stories and Supernatural Fiction for Boys

Grade levels are intended as guidelines, not to restrict readers. All titles are shelved in General Fiction (J FIC) unless otherwise noted. Titles followed by “(+)” are part of a series.

Avi.  Something Upstairs. Gr. 3-6
Bellairs, John. The House with a Clock in its Walls. Gr. 4-8
Brittain, Bill. Devils's Donkey. Gr. 3-6
Burgess, Melvin. The Ghost Behind the Wall. Gr. 5-7
Carus, Marianne, ed. That's Ghosts For You. Gr. 4-7
Dahl, Roald. The Witches. Gr. 3-6
Delaney, Joseph. Revenge of the Witch. Gr. 5-8
Gaiman, Neil. Coraline. Gr. 4-7
Gaiman, Neil. The Graveyard Book. Gr. 5-8
Howe, Deborah and James Howe. Bunnicula: A Rabbit-Tale of Mystery. Gr. 2-5
Jacques, Brian. The Ribbajack and Other Curious Yarns. Gr. 5-7
Jennings, Paul. Unreal! Eight Surprising Stories. Gr. 4-8
Lively, Penelope. The Ghost of Thomas Kempe. Gr. 4-7
Mahy, Margaret. The Haunting. Gr. 5-8
McKissack, Patricia C. The Dark-Thirty: Southern Tales of the Supernatural. Gr. 3-7
Olson, Arielle North. Ask the Bones: Scary Stories from Around the World. 398.27 OL52a
Schwartz, Alvin. Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark. (+) 398.25 Sch95s
Seabrooke, Brenda. The Vampire in my Bathtub. Gr.4-7
Stewart, Paul. Curse of the Night Wolf. (+) Gr. 4-7
Stine, R. L. Goosebumps Series. Gr. 3-5
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